TODAY’S AGENDA

- 9:00  Welcome & Opening Comments
- 9:10  Work Zone Setup & Safety
- 9:30  2016 Plant Mix & Pilot Project Specs
- 10:15 Break
- 10:30 Tack Coat Inspection & Verification Process
- 11:15 Sorting out Project Issues
- 12:00 Lunch
TODAY’S AGENDA

- 1:00  Paving Inspection Checklist
- 1:30  Paving Inspector Handbook
- 2:15  Panel Discussion
- 3:00  Closing Comments

Look for presentation on the VDOT & VAA websites
THINGS TO KNOW

• Continuing Education Credits available, sign up after lunch
• On-line participant surveys, check your email
• Questions for presenters? Text to 8049292331